AMITY LAW SCHOOL, DELHI  
(AFFILIATED TO GGSIP UNIVERSITY)

Date: - 03rd October 2018

Notice Regarding Non-submission of Internship Diary and Report

Reference Academic Calendar 2018 – 19, Sl. No. 2 & 3; date – 16/17 August 2018.
Reference Notice dated 14/8/2018; date was extended till 27/8/208.
Reference Notice dated 14/9/2018; date was extended till 18/9/2018.

1. Even after giving reasonable opportunity to all the students to submit their Internship Diary and Report (LLB – 351, LLB-451 and LLB-551 Comprehensive Viva and Summer Internship Assessment carrying 5 Credit and 100 - Marks) some students have not submitted the same.

2. It appears that this act of Non-Submission of Internship Diary and Report on the part of the students has been done in “Ignorance”.

3. After 18/09/2018 (Last date of Submission) some students have approached to the Acting Director, ALSD citing their “compelling reasons” due to which they could not submit even after giving two extensions of the dates for submission, till 18th Sept. 2018.

The students in defaults must know: “Ignorance is Anti-thesis to Learning”.

4. To see whether non-submission of Internship Diary and Report was taken place out of “Ignorance” on the part of student in default or due to justified prolonged “compelling reasons”, final opportunity of being heard, is given to them.

5. Those who are willing to submit their Internship Diary and Report are required to write their justification in the Petition to be drafted by them with supporting documents which can justify the “compelling reasons” and submit them to the chairperson of the Internship Committee by 10th Oct. 2018 (Wednesday).

6. On the basis of above said Petitions/Applications, a committee may provide the student an opportunity of being heard. Accordingly the committee is expected to submit its recommendation to the office of Chairman ALSD as to whose submission could be allowed.

7. It is very much clear from the above “quotation” that inspite of giving two more chances you have failed to submit the Internship Diary and Report. Please note that if an act of Non-Submission shows the ignorance on the part of a student he/she deserves not to be allowed because an Academic Institution like ALSD does not nurture “ignorance”. “We ‘believe’ in Nurturing the Learning not Ignorance”, So please follow clause no. 5 as a last resort.
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